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The idea of wage restraint has a long history in the Netherlands and has 
been presented as the key recipe for economic recovery for many years 
now. As early as the 1930s for in stance, the Dutch government responded 
to the Great De pression by sup por ting in dustry efforts to bring wage 
levels down and by cutting wages in its own public works. The idea of 
wage re straint was also piv o tal to the centrally guided wage and price sys -
tem of the early post-war pe   riod to restore the Dutch war-torn economy. 
This cen  tralised sys tem fal te red throughout the 1960s, although the go-
vern ment still tried to fight the oil and eco no mic crises of the 1970s by 
im ple men ting wage controls. As from the early 1980s onwards the policy 
of wage re straint to re store economic growth was being prac ti ced again, 
although now on a more vo lun tary basis. Since then, in times of eco no-
mic (and po  litical) crisis, wage restraint has been the standard re sponse of 
Dutch policymakers: in the early 1980s, early 1990s, early 2000 and also 
now, during the latest economic recession, triggered by failing financial 
markets, wage restraint seems to be the magic word.

Why do we always talk about wage restraint in the Netherlands? This is 
the central ques tion of this dissertation. Specifically, this study is about the 
Dutch fascination for wage restraint throughout the period 1980 to 2005, a 
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This study seeks an answer in more cultural and discursive approaches: 
it looks into the way in which Dutch politicians, unionists and employers’ 
representatives ‘do’ politics, which norms and values govern interaction, 
and into how words, sym bols, and stories are of importance in the 
negotiation process. Chapters 3 to 5 discuss first of all how Dutch con-
sen sual politics, and Dutch corporatist politics in particular, works or 
functions. This latter con cept – corporatism – became a popular notion 
in academia from the 1970s and onwards to explain di ver ging economic 
performances across countries, where countries in which unions and 
em ployers ne gotiated on wage restraint seemed to perform better. The 
Netherlands is usually ca  te gorised as a medium-to-strongly corporatist 
country. Though a lot of attention is directed at Dutch corporatism, not 
many studies focus on how Dutch corporatism actually works: why and 
how do political actors enter dialogue and start negotiations? 

After a general introduction to the history, actors and institutions 
of Dutch corporatism in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 discusses in detail the 
consensual political culture of the Dutch cor po ratist policy community. 
On the basis of interviews with key players, various so-called ‘rules of 
the game’ are being identified, which political actors have to adhere to. 
For instance, there is the rule to be flexible and pragmatic and/or to keep 
talking as long as possible. These rules of the game facilitate agreement on 
some common interest, a notion that is also central to Dutch cor poratism. 
The rules of the game are not always explicitly formulated. They are in for-
mal and often taken-for-granted, though not without consequence: people 
who do not live up to the rules are being sanctioned and isolated. The 
dynamics of the rules of the game, the process of inclusion and exclusion, 
are im por tant for understanding the prominence of wage restraint: the 
margins of consensual dis cussion are relatively small, and some ideas are 
more suitable for consensus formation than others. Wage restraint is such 
an idea. Once formulated as a common interest, the rules of the game 
facilitate its reproduction. 

Chapter 5 subsequently discusses in detail a particular rule of the 
game: of de po li ti ci sing ideological conflicts as much as possible. The 
role of experts is crucial in this regard, and then par ti cu lar ly the role 
of the Central Planning Bureau (cpb). Expert knowledge enlarges 
the chances of com promise and consensus, by offering neutral and 
scientific information on the basis of which further political discussion 
can take place. The prominent position and authority of the cpb is im-

period that has become known as the ‘Polder Model’ period. This concept 
was invented in the second half of the 1990s, and became po pu lar in 
Dutch and foreign press. In that period, the Netherlands was performing 
particularly well as compared to other countries concerning economic 
growth, inflation, income equality, and – above all – employment growth. 
Though the Netherlands was still an employment lag gard in Europe at 
the beginning of the 1980s, its employment rate dramatically increased 
over the 1990s to the top in Europe. In public and academic debate, this 
success was linked to the specific way in which Dutch politics took place: 
the negotiation culture directed at con sen sus and compromise, in which 
necessary and harsh reforms were implemented not by raw force but in 
dialogue with the most important societal actors. Wage restraint is at the 
core of this Dutch Polder Model story. Starting in the beginning of the 
1980s, it presumably caused the economic and employment successes 
of the second half of the 1990s. Wage restraint could do this because of 
its positive impact on particularly business profits and exports: via wage 
restraint the Netherlands could better compete on international markets. 
This was not solely result of government policy: wage restraint was 
supported by trade unions and em ployers alike, who concluded in 1982 
the, by now world-famous Accord of Wassenaar on wage restraint and 
working time reduction. 

This dissertation analyses why and how this notion of wage restraint 
has become so central to this Polder Model story. Raising this question 
suggests that the answer is not that simple. Most studies on the Polder 
Model assume that wage restraint is so prominent be cause it is and 
has been good for the Dutch economy. In this line of reasoning the 
why-question is less relevant: wage restraint is good and that is why 
the government, unions, employers and ordinary people support it. 
In Chapter 2, I argue that this, what might be called, ‘functionalist’ 
explanation is unsatisfactory. Economists, at home and abroad, dis agree 
on the benefits of wage restraint in general and on the positive effects 
of Dutch wage restraint spe  cifically. The lack of consensus amongst 
economists raises the question why a po litical consensus does exist on 
wage restraint. A question that becomes even more pressing because of the 
distributional effects of wage restraint as well as the fact that other similar 
countries do not share the Dutch enthusiasm for it. Where then does this 
Dutch fascination come from? 
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Wage restraint fits this picture. On the other hand, they way in which 
political actors themselves use and legitimise ideas is also of importance. 
Even though employers have a strong position under Dutch corporatism 
their support for wage re straint is not sufficient to explain its prominence. 
Wage restraint seems to be an idea that can be easily brought in line with 
Dutch traditions and accepted practices by all political actors, linking it to 
success for all. That also seems to be the final decisive factor: policy ideas 
that have been considered a success in the past, usually constitute the core 
of policymaking for the future. 

 

portant for understanding the acceptance and reproduction of the idea 
of wage restraint. Ever since her foundation, the cpb has stressed the 
importance of wage restraint, and its authority gives the cpb a channel 
into Dutch politics. The cpb impacts on political negotiations by setting 
the parameters of what people can reasonably talk about: by outlining 
the state of the Dutch economy and by assessing the impact of political 
accords on economic developments.

After this analysis of the Dutch consensual rules of the game, shaping 
the ‘discourse’ of Dutch politics, Chapters 6 and 7 analyse how actors 
themselves also shape the acceptance and reproduction of the idea of wage 
restraint. Chapter 6 dives into Dutch history and ana ly ses how the idea of 
wage restraint has developed as from the 1970s when the world economy 
experienced a deep crisis, triggering a change in economic thinking from 
Keynesianism to supply-side economics. This chapter introduces the 
concept of storylines to emphasise how ideas are part of a broader story on 
the economy: on the causes of a crisis, on desirable and effective solutions 
and the division of responsibilities. The Wage Restraint Storyline (wrs) 
emerged in the 1970s, but still had to compete until the early 1990s with 
other storylines on the economic crisis: most notably, the storyline on 
working time reduction. 

Chapter 7 analyses how and why throughout the 1990s the wrs turned 
into the do mi nant storyline on Dutch socio-economic history. It shows 
that the wrs consists of three se pa  rate narratives: 1) the causal narrative 
on the impact of wage re straint on competitiveness and exports; 2) the 
historical narrative on the Accord of Was senaar of 1982; and 3) the po li-
ti cal narrative on the importance of consensus and ne gotiation in Dutch 
politics. Most actors in the Dutch corporatist policy community do not 
utter all these narratives at the same time, but focuses on those narratives 
that attracts them most. In fact, that is the power of story li nes; it can be 
shared and supported by many actors with different ideas and interests. 

Finally, in the conclusion of this study the main research question are 
being answered: why do we al ways discuss wage restraint when tackling 
economic crises? The answer to this question is not simple: it is the result 
of a combination of political-cultural and discursive practices. On the one 
hand, the consensual negotiation culture leaves little room for dis agree-
ment; some ideas can reasonably be discussed, others not. Particularly 
those ideas that can be formulated in the terminology of some common 
interest or are supported by experts usually have a competitive edge. 


